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FROM THE EDITOR

From the Editor
receptors and statistical evaluation confirms that the program can
be used as an objective method to confirm the first method. The
program computing is better than the manual method for PO%
computation because it is an objective method and shows results in
a very accurate manner.
A paper from King Hussein Medical Centre looked at the role of
Magnetic Resonance Imaging in diagnosing common disorders
of the knee. A total number of 308 patients, presented with
common symptoms of knee pain, and on whom they performed
knee MRI to exclude meniscus or ligament injury of the knee.
As a retrospectively review. Out of 308 patients on whom MRI
was performed, in 179 patients (58.1%) of the examinations were
positive. The authors concluded that MRI is sufficiently accurate
in diagnosing common disorders of the knee, with preservation
of knee arthroscopy for therapeutic tools preceded by MRI
assessment.
Ahmad Husari (Chief Editor)

Email: editor@me-jim.com

This is the fifth issue this year with various papers dealing with
education, unique cases and research papers. A paper from Tikrit
looked at assessment of the Educational Environment at Tikrit
University College of Medicine (TUCOM). The authors attempt to
measure students’ perceptions of the educational environment of the
TUCOM curriculum and to evaluate the internal consistency of the
50-item Dundee Ready Education Environment Measure (DREEM)
Arabic version questionnaire. The 50-item DREEM Arabic version
was found highly reliable. The authors concluded that the DREEM
is a reliable and practical tool for assessing educational environment
in Iraqi Medical Colleges. Certain problem areas were identified
such as cheating, the support systems for students who become
stressed, teaching that over-emphasized factual learning, teaching
that is too teacher centered, and students’ irritation with their
teachers; these problems need to be examined more closely.

Another paper looked at sub-cutaneous emphysema and pneumomediastinum in the perioperative period. Patients with subcutaneous emphysema of face and chest wall were observed
within a few minutes after surgery. HRCT revealed sub-cutaneous
emphysema and pneumo-mediastinum.
A paper from Jordan looked at transient neonatal pustular
melanosis. The aim of the authors was to describe the epidemiology,
clinical manifestation, differential diagnosis, therapy, and outcome
of transient neonatal pustular melanosis. The present study was
based on newly diagnosed cases presenting to the outpatient clinic
of pediatric dermatology clinics at KHMC. The study included 114
patients. All subjects were products of hospital-based deliveries.
The authors concluded that transients pustular melanosis is usually
a self-limiting disease and without long term sequelae, to spare
a healthy neonate with a benign transient condition and invasive
evaluations for sepsis, harmful antibiotic therapy and prolonged
hospitalization.

An observational, analytic, cross sectional study from Iraq
attempted to estimate the prevalence of vitamin D deficiency
among sample of pregnant women, correlate maternal and cord
blood vitamin D deficiency and assess possible predictors of
vitamin D deficiency. The mean 25OHD levels were 40.59nmol/l
of the participants and 44.93nmol/l of their newborn. Vitamin
D deficiency was noted in 40% and insufficiency in 38% of the
participants whereas vitamin D deficiency and insufficiency were
noted in 22% and 66% of their newborn respectively. There was a
positive correlation between vitamin D levels in maternal and cord
blood (r=0.762,p0.0001). The authors concluded that vitamin D
deficiency is high among pregnant women and their newborn. This
public health problem needs urgent attention.
ER (Estrogen receptor) and PR (Progesterone receptor) are breast
oncogene receptors that are important for the growth of some
organs. A paper looked at the enhanced Accuracy and Reliability
of ER and PR IHC Scoring Using ANN from Digital Microscope
Images. A computer program was designed by the Author in Matlab
language to study each type of receptors. The authors concluded
that results of the methods are close to each other for ER and PR
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ABSTRACT
Objective: To estimate the prevalence of
vitamin D deficiency among a sample of pregnant
women, correlate maternal and cord blood vitamin
D deficiency and assessment of possible predictors of
vitamin D deficiency.
Method: This observational, analytic, cross sectional
study was conducted with 50 consecutive women in
labor presenting with singleton term pregnancy at
Al -Yarmouk teaching hospital during the period
from April to October 2012. Data were recorded on
an especial form. Maternal blood was taken before
delivery and cord blood was taken at delivery. All
blood samples (100) were analyzed for 25 hydroxy
vitamin D levels.
Results: The mean 25OHD levels were (40.59nmol/l)
of the participants and (44.93nmol/l) of their newborn. Vitamin D deficiency was noted in 40% and
insufficiency in 38% of the participants whereas
vitamin D deficiency and insufficiency were noted in
22% and 66% of their newborn respectively. There
was a positive correlation between vitamin D levels
in maternal and cord blood (r=0.762,p0.0001). Maternal vitamin D levels were significantly affected by
sunlight exposure (p<0.016).
Conclusion: Vitamin D deficiency is high among
pregnant women and their newborn. This public
health problem needs urgent attention.
Key words: Maternal vit. D. Cord blood vit. D

Introduction

Over the past two decades, scientists, clinicians and
researchers have generated a strong body of evidence to
address the problem of vitamin D deficiency and provide
advice for correcting its status among all ages, genders
and racial/ethnic groups. Many studies, some randomized
and some not, have suggested that a population with a
higher vitamin D would be healthier overall. Generally,
there are many important health benefits from vitamin D
for both mother and fetus. However, new clinical research
results over the past decade indicate that appropriate intake
of vitamin D may provide greater health benefits than
previously thought, benefits that include not only improved
bone health, but other effects as well(1). Recent data suggest
that 1,25(OH)2D aids implantation and maintains normal
pregnancy. It also supports fetal growth through delivery of
calcium, controls secretion of multiple placental hormones,
and limits the production of proinflammatory cytokines (2).
Maternal nutritional vitamin D status has a good effect on
childhood bone mineral accrual and is important also for fetal
“imprinting” that may affect neurodevelopment, immune
function, and chronic disease susceptibility later in life, as
well as soon after birth. (3, 4)
Also, maternal vitamin D insufficiency during pregnancy is
significantly associated with offspring language impairment
(5). Maternal vitamin D supplementation during pregnancy
may reduce the risk of developmental language difficulties
among children. Meanwhile, substandard vitamin D intake
during pregnancy may lead to decreased birth weight(6).
Moreover, maternal vitamin D deficiency in early pregnancy
may be an independent risk factor for preeclampsia(7) and
may be associated with odds of primary caesarean section.
Merewood et al. found that 28% of women with serum
25(OH)D concentrations less than or equal to 37.5 nmol/L
had a caesarean section, compared with only 14% of women
with higher 25(OH)D concentrations (?37.5 nmol/L)(8).
Vitamin D deficiency has long been associated with poor
bone development and has been identified as the cause of
rickets. However, despite the availability of vitamin D and
demonstration of its efficacy in preventing rickets, vitamin
D deficiency rickets still exists as a public health problem
with significant morbidity in the Middle East (9-11) and in
many Asian countries, (12, 13) and has been reported with
increasing prevalence in minority groups in North America
(14, 15) and in immigrant populations in Europe, Australia
and New Zealand. (16). In addition to rickets and other
possible consequences of disturbed calcium homeostasis,
epidemiological evidence suggests that lack of vitamin D
supplements in infancy and early childhood may increase the
incidence of type 1 diabetes.(17) In adults, new evidence(18)
supports the role of vitamin D in maintaining innate
immunity and in the prevention of certain disease states
including autoimmune diseases, multiple sclerosis,(19-23)
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systemic lupus erythematosis,(24) rheumatoid arthritis,(25,26)
some forms of cancer (breast, ovarian, colon)(20) and type 2
diabetes and Alzheimer’s disease.(27). Owing to increasing
reports of vitamin D deficiency rickets among minority
groups and the high prevalence of hypovitaminosis D in
adults, especially in the United States and Canada,(28,29)
reports of studies on vitamin D in the last decade have
focused on these Western countries. However, many studies
suggest that rickets is more common in Arab countries than
is reported from the western countries. (30-32) Further, the
prevalence of vitamin D deficiency is significantly higher in
Arab women and children than in the white population. (33).
Vitamin D physiologic components
Vitamin D is a prohormone that is derived from
cholesterol. The nutritional forms of vitamin D include D3
(cholecalciferol), which is generated in the skin of humans
and animals, and vitamin D2 (ergocalciferol), which is
derived from plants; both forms can be absorbed in the gut
and used by humans. Controversy exists as to whether D2
or D3 is more effective in maintaining circulating levels
of vitamin D in non pregnant individuals, and specific
data during pregnancy is unknown(14). The factors that
influence endogenous production of cholecalciferol include
time of day, season, latitude, length of sunshine exposure,
percentage of body surface exposed to sunlight, and skin
pigmentation. The amount of ultraviolet (UV) B radiation
available for vitamin D synthesis is reduced in early morning,
late evening, in winter and at high altitudes greater than
350 because these factors increase the ozone layer which
absorbs more of the UV radiation required for vitamin D
synthesis(14). In addition, inadequate exposure of the skin
to sunshine by avoiding sunlight, wearing excessive clothing
(especially wearing black clothing while outdoors), and
use of sunscreens may reduce endogenous production of
vitamin D(32). Compared with light-skinned persons, dark
skinned persons are less efficient in producing vitamin D.
In adults, the major dietary sources of ergocalciferol include
fortified dairy products, orange juice and cereals as well as
fish and fish oils(14). The dietary sources of vitamin D in
infants are human milk and fortified formula in formulafed infants. However, transplacental transfer of vitamin D
is the major source of vitamin D for the fetus and during
early infancy (33). The circulating 25-OHD is bound to
vitamin D binding protein and transported to the kidneys
where it is hydroxylated to produce 1-25-dihydroxyvitamin
D- the most biologically active vitamin D metabolite. Other
factors regulate the production of 1-25-dihydroxyvitamin D
from the kidney; these include parathyroid hormone (PTH)
and serum phosphorus and calcium. Decreases in serum
concentrations of calcium and phosphorus and increases in
serum concentrations of PTH stimulate synthesis of 1-25dihydroxyvitamin D. 1-25-dihydroxyvitamin D increases
intestinal absorption of calcium and phosphorus and decreases
phosphorus excretion from the kidney; this maintains serum
calcium and phosphorus homeostasis and is important for
bone mineralization. In addition, an increase in serum
PTH concentrations in response to low serum calcium
concentration stimulates calcium and phosphorus mobilization
from bone to maintain normal serum calcium and phosphorus



concentrations. Thus, through its active metabolites, vitamin
D plays a major role in calcium and phosphorus homeostasis
and in bone mineralization. (34)

Subjects and Methods

Data came from a prospective pregnancy cohort study
conducted in outpatient clinics at AL yarmouk teaching
Hospital in Baghdad, Iraq, from April to October 2012.
Women aged 14- 44 years who were carrying singleton
infants, free of preexisting medical conditions, (none of
the pregnant women who were under medications or affect
of Ca or vitamin D status were included in the study), and
planning to deliver at our Hospital, were eligible. After
providing informed written consent, a detailed questionnaire
was distributed to the mothers recruited, collecting
information on their sociodemographic characteristics,
use of topical sunscreens, and time spent outdoors during
gestation (hours per week). Code numbers were given to
every mother-newborn pair, and the mothers completed the
questionnaires anonymously after the birth of their neonates.
Sociodemographic factors examined were place of residence
and maternal age, education, and occupation. Mothers were
also asked about vitamin D and Ca supplement consumption
during pregnancy. BMI were abstracted to ascertain selfreported pre-pregnancy weight and measured height. Prepregnancy BMI [weight (kg)/height(m)2] was based on
measured height and maternal self-report of pre pregnancy
weight at the first prenatal visit. Pre pregnancy BMI was
categorized as lean (BMI 25), overweight (BMI 25.0-29.9),
and obese (BMI >=30.0), ante partum and delivery events, and
neonatal outcomes were recorded.
The study was approved by the ethics committee of the
college of medicine Institutional Review Board. A total of
50 women enrolled in the study who had complete data on
pregnancy outcomes, who had an index pregnancy delivered
at term (37-42 wk) with no diagnosis of preeclampsia and
an infant whose birth weight was deemed appropriate for its
gestational age (10th percentile based on standards adjusted
for gestational age, race, and sex).
Blood Chemistry
Blood samples were obtained from mothers by antecubital
venipuncture 30-60 minutes before delivery. Umbilical cord
blood was collected immediately after clamping. Blood
specimens were taken from the umbilical vein. Serum
specimens were stored at 20°C until analysis. Neonates and
mothers’ samples were analyzed in the same run. Quantitation
of serum [25(OH)D3] was performed using a commercial
ELISA from Immunodiagnostic Systems and validated
against an HPLC method (Euroimmmun, MedizinscheLabordiagnostika, AG). The ELISA could detect 25(OH)
D in the range of 5-300 nmol/L. The inter-assay CV for the
ELISA was 10.3%. The relationship between serum 25(OH)
D concentrations obtained from the ELISA compared with
HPLC was as follows: slope ¼ 1.14, intercept ¼ 22, r ¼
0.901. We used this validation study to adjust the 25(OH) D
concentrations obtained by ELISA to ensure better agreement
with the HPLC data, as suggested by the manufacturer. The
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intraassay percent coefficient of variation (CV) for this assay
ranges from 2.4% at a 25(OH)D concentration of 71.8 ng/ml
to 3.3% at a 25(OH)D concentration of 17.0 ng/ml. The interassay percent CV is 5.9% at a 25(OH)D concentration of 78.3
ng/ml and 6.7% at a 25(OH)D concentration of 14.0 ng/ml.
The cutoff to define a normal circulating concentration of
25(OH)D is being debated. The same cutoffs were used for
both women and neonates, because experts contend that the
ideal healthy level of 25(OH) D3 is the same in infants as
adults (6). In this study, a cut off of ? 37.5 nmol/L was used
to derive the extent of vitamin D deficiency and 37.5 - 50.0
nmol/L. nmol/L to indicate insufficiency. Although there is
no global consensus on the biochemical definition of vitamin
D deficiency, a cut-off point of ? 37.5 nmol/L(? 15 ng/mL)
25(OH)D is typically used to determine deficiency (35)
Statistical Analysis
Descriptive data are presented as absolute number (n) and
percentage (%) for qualitative variables and as median.
One-way analysis of variance was performed to analyze the
variance for a quantitative dependent (e.g., level of 25[OH]D)
by a single factor categorized in three or more groups .
The comparison of two groups of cases on one variance
was performed by Student’s t-test. Bivariate correlation
was performed and Pearson’s correlation coefficient (r) or
Spearman ‘s rho (non-normally distributed variables) were
calculated. P < 0.05 was considered significant. All statistical
analyses were performed with the SPSS statistical software
package (SPSS for Windows, 10; SPSS, Inc., Chicago, IL).

Results

Baseline characteristics of the 50 women are presented in
Table 1. Most women are housewives, 43 (86%), three of them
were teachers, two doctors, two students, one nurse and one
lawyer. Their mean age was 27.1±6.7, mean BMI 25.1±3.5.
None of them were prescribed vitamin D supplements. No
mother reported the use of topical sunscreens and all of them
were of the same ethnic group and same skin color while
the mean time spent outdoor exposing at least the face and
extremities was 4.5 hours/week. Thirty four (68%) of the
accouchement delivered vaginally and 16 (32%) by cesarean
section. The mean gestational age was 38.5±1.2. Of the
neonates, twenty seven were males and twenty three were
females. Their birth weight was 3.486±0.436; all were healthy
term babies (Table 2). The mean maternal serum 25OHD
was 40.59_+ 9.82 nmol/l; no value was below 25.00 nmol/l,
whereas the mean neonatal cord 25 OHD was 44.93_+12.66
nmol/l with the lowest value of 9.77 nmol/l (Table 3, Figure
1). Maternal vitamin D deficiency (37.5nmol) was found in
40%; an additional 38% fell into the insufficient range (Figure
2). None of the participants had serum 25OHD levels less
than25 nmol/l. Of the neonates 31(62%) were insufficient
and 11(22%) were vitamin D deficient. Age, occupation,
parity and BMI were not significantly associated with serum
25OHD (Table 4). There was weak direct correlation between
maternal Vitamin D and duration of sun exposure(r=o.340;p
=0.016). There was significant correlation between neonatal
Vitamin D and maternal age (p 0.035) parity) ( p0.033) and
duration of sun exposure (p 0.008) although the correlation
was weak (Table 3and 4). There was very strong direct
correlation between maternal serum 25OH and neonatal cord
blood 25HD (r=0.762 p o.ooo1) (Table 4, Figure 3)

Discussion

This study has been carried out in AL-Yarmook teaching
hospital in the capital Baghdad. Baghdad has a subtropical
arid climate (Köppen climate classification BWh) and is, in
terms of maximum temperatures, one of the hottest cities
in the world. From June to August, the average maximum
temperature is as high as 44 °C (111 °F) accompanied by
blazing sunshine. Temperatures exceeding 50 °C (122 °F) in
the shade are by no means unheard of. In Baghdad situated at
an elevation of 34 meters above sea level, summer constitutes
more than seven months of the year. In our study we found a
high rate of vitamin D deficiency and insufficiency, 40% and
38% respectively, among term pregnant women. This was
unexpectedly high, despite abundant sun exposure as evident
by darkening of skin, and our study was carried out during
summer (April to October) to avoid, although not eliminating,
seasonal variation. This result is because all of the studied
women were wearing veils and the majority of them were
housewives with a mean of self reported sun exposure of
4.5 hours /week exposing their face and forearms. None
of them had vitamin D measured during early pregnancy
nor received vitamin D supplements and consuming a
similar unfortified diet. This high rate of vitamin deficiency
remained after control of other confounders. It is possible
that some individuals incorrectly reported their sun exposure
and/or body surface exposed. Despite this limitation, this
population was clearly highly sun exposed as documented
by darkening of exposed skin. In a study of 271 Lebanese
women aged 30-50 years, wearing of veil was associated
with low 25-OHD levels. Serum 25- OHD concentrations
were negatively correlated with wearing a veil. Vitamin D
deficiency (serum 25-OHD level < 12.5 nmol/L) was present
in 62% of veiled women compared with 24% of non veiled
women.(36) Another study from the UAE compared the
magnitude of clothing and duration of sunshine exposure
among Arab women and Europeans residing in the UAE,
because the extent of UV skin exposure depends on the
degree of clothing and duration of sunshine exposure(9). In
that study, 95%-100% of Arab women were likely to cover
their forearms, legs and head while outdoors compared with
10%-30% of Europeans. Further, the average time spent
in sunshine outdoors was 1.8 hours/week for Arab women
compared with 4 hours/week by the European women. Mean
serum 25-OHD concentrations were 5- to 7- fold higher in
the Europeans than in Arabs. Both the magnitude of clothing
and a UV skin exposure score (calculated by combining the
duration of sunshine exposure and the magnitude of clothing)
correlated with the serum 25-OHD concentrations indicating
that a combination of heavy clothing that limits skin exposure
to sunshine and a limited time of sunshine exposure while
outdoors significantly increases the risk of hypovitaminosis
D and should be addressed in efforts to improve endogenous
production of vitamin D in Arab women.
We found vitamin D variation with maternal age, parity
and duration of sun exposure but not with maternal BMI;
maternal vitamin D increased with increasing age and
parity and these factors may be related as increased parity
associated with increasing age . High parity was found to be
associated with hypovitaminosis D in some studies (36) and
not in others(37).
There is some evidence that the relationship between obesity
and 25(OH)D may vary by race/ethnicity. Recently,
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Table 1: Maternal characteristics

Table 2: Neonatal characteristics
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Figure 1: The mean Vitamin D level in maternal and neonatal blood

Figure 2: The level of Vitamin D in maternal blood
Looker (38) showed that the negative association between fat
mass and 25(OH)D was significantly stronger in white women
than in black women. Smaller studies have reported either
no association between 25(OH)D and obesity in blacks (39)
or a similar strong association in whites as in blacks (40). In
our study there was no significant correlation between BMI
and maternal vitamin D and our study groups are of the same
race/ethnicity. However, our sample size may have limited our
power to detect an interaction.
Most of the 25(OH) D measured in our cohort was 25(OH)
D3 which is also synthesized by the skin after exposure to
ultraviolet B radiation from the sun whereas 25(OH) D2 is
not (41, 42). Vitamin D is present in few foods naturally (fatty
fish, fish liver oils), used to fortify others (milk, breakfast

cereals, orange juice), and included in nutritional supplements
(prenatal multivitamins).Vitamins D2 and D3 are both used in
nutritional supplements and for food fortification (42).
The normal range of serum 25-OHD concentrations
is controversial. In general, the lower limit of normal
range (hypovitaminosis D) is defined as serum 25-OHD
concentration of less than 25-37nmol/L (43). However,
a higher cutoff level of serum 25-OHD concentration (<
50nmol/L) has been suggested, based on a recent physiologic
study of the threshold serum 25-OHD concentrations required
to maintain normal serum concentrations of PTH in adults.
(44,45). Since it is generally accepted that the vitamin D
status of the fetus and infant is dependent on the vitamin D
status of the mother (42) we found a highly significant
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*Significant using ANOVA test for difference among more than two independent means or Student-t-test for difference
between two independent means at 0.05 level
Table 3: Maternal & Neonatal Vitamin D level according to different parameters
correlation between maternal and cord blood vitamin D
and a high prevalence of neonatal vitamin deficiency and
insufficiency of 62% and 22% respectively with the lowest
value of 9.7 nmol/l which was not affected by weight, sex of
neonate or mode of delivery. Typically, the vitamin D status
of Arab mothers and their infants at delivery was found to be
low and the prevalence of hypovitaminosis D was high, but
the rate depended on the definitions of hypovitaminosis D



and vitamin D deficiency used in the study. In a study of 119
Saudi mothers and their newly born infants, the mean serum
concentrations of 25-OHD were 12, 13.8, and 17.5nmol/L in
the lower, middle and upper-class women respectively(30).
The mean umbilical cord serum 25-OHD concentration
of 7.5nmol/L was very low and was similar in all the 3
classes. Several authors had suggested that a decrease in the
endogenous production of vitamin D is responsible for
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Figure 3: There is highly significant strong direct correlation (r=0.762; P=0.0001)

*Correlation is significant at the 0.05 level. **Correlation is significant at the 0.01 level
Table 4: The correlation of Maternal and neonatal Vitamin D with different variables
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the high prevalence of hypovitaminosis D and vitamin D
deficiency in Arab women. Low dietary intake of vitamin
D has been implicated as a contributing factor in only a few
studies. There are a growing number of reports on the high
prevalence of low circulating serum 25(OH) D concentrations
linked to restricted sunlight exposure and inadequate vitamin
D intake in women of childbearing age and in children in
many countries. International comparison of the prevalence
of vitamin D deficiency is difficult because of variation in
the definition of vitamin D deficiency in reported studies.
It is generally agreed that a serum 25(OH)D concentration,
25 nmol/l is associated with rickets and osteomalacia. In
adults, a serum 25(OH)D concentration, 50-80 nmol/l is now
considered insufficient for optimal bone health(46). In the
US, 45% of African American women have frank vitamin D
deficiency as defined by a serum 25(OH)D concentration ,37
nmol/l (15 ng/ml)(47). In Turkey, women wearing traditional
dress outdoors have a mean serum 25(OH)D concentration
of 32 nmol/ l compared with a mean of 9 nmol/l among
those who are completely covered(48). Reports indicate
that upwards of 26-84% of women in Lebanon (36) Saudi
Arabia (45) the United Arab Emirates (UAE)(49) Bangladesh
(50) Japan (51) and Finland (52) have serum25(OH)D
concentrations,25 nmol/ l (10 ng/ml). Maternal vitamin
D deficiency during pregnancy also was documented in
a number of studies two decades ago(53). In more recent
reports, 18% of pregnant women in the UK(3), 25% in the
UAE(54), 80% in Iran(55), 42% in northern India (56), 61%
in New Zealand (57) and 60-84% of pregnant non-Western
women in the Netherlands(23) have been shown to have
serum 25(OH)D concentrations ,25 nmol/l. This raises the
concern that infants are entering the world with a vitamin
D deficit that begins in utero.(58) This concern is based on
the strong relationship between maternal and fetal (cord
blood) circulating 25(OH)D levels, that have demonstrated
a high prevalence of vitamin D deficiency in mother-infant
pairs at birth(59). The significance of maternal deficiency
during pregnancy is that the fetus is developing in a state
of hypovitaminosis D, which likely has significant effects
on innate immune function and fetal and childhood bone
development.(60) Assessing vitamin D intake has become
increasingly important because of the growing recognition
that humans might not form adequate supplies of vitamin
D from exposure to sunlight alone. Because several factors
(such as clothing, skin color, and latitude) can impair
sunlight-induced cutaneous vitamin D synthesis, many
people must rely on dietary sources to satisfy their vitamin
D requirements. The few studies of dietary vitamin D intake
show that Arab women lack adequate intake of vitamin D.
The factors that contribute to low dietary vitamin D intake
were avoidance of milk, and consumption of non fortified
dairy products(33). All the reported studies indicate that the
major risk factor for high prevalence of vitamin D deficiency
in Arab women and other mothers of Middle Eastern origin
is a decrease in endogenous vitamin D synthesis. Inadequate
dietary vitamin D intake and possibly less efficient synthesis
of vitamin D among some dark-skinned Arab women are
contributory factors. The high prevalence of vitamin D
deficiency in infants is a combined effect of maternal vitamin
D deficiency and prolonged breast feeding without vitamin
D supplementation. Many factors have contributed to the
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continuing high prevalence of hypovitaminosis D in Arab
women and infants. First, there is a lack of awareness of the
magnitude of hypovitaminosis D and its effects on health
owing to delay in the clinical manifestation of vitamin D
deficiency. Second, many physicians fail to follow the general
recommendation of prescribing vitamin D supplementation
to breastfeeding infants whose mothers are at risk of
hypovitaminosis D(61).
Finally, there is a continuing challenge regarding how to
effect changes in women’s lifestyles to increase sunshine
exposure and endogenous vitamin D production. As indicated
in many recent reviews and editorials, it is time to take action
to eliminate hypovitaminosis D and vitamin D deficiency (62,
63). Public health education activities are urgently needed to
encourage modest sunshine exposure. Although the optimal
vitamin D requirement during pregnancy and lactation has
not been established, Vitamin D supplementation, however,
remains the best option for improving vitamin D status
and eliminating hypovitaminosis D in Arab women and
children until modifications in lifestyle can be achieved
to improve endogenous vitamin D synthesis. Vitamin D
supplementation programs should be instituted and made
accessible. In conclusion, all of the studies to date suggest
that hypovitaminosis D and vitamin D deficiency may be
an unrecognized public health problem among Arab women
and their infants. Community-based studies using generally
accepted definitions are needed to establish the magnitude
of the problem. In view of the morbidity associated with
vitamin D deficiency in mothers and growing infants, there is
a compelling need to take public health measures to improve
the vitamin D status of Arab women and infants. This should
include wide spread vitamin D supplementation, modest skin
sunshine, increase in food fortification with vitamin D, and an
awareness among the public and physicians on the urgent need
to improve vitamin D intake. Future research should focus
on the appropriate daily dietary vitamin D intake that will
prevent hypovitaminosis D if sunshine exposure is limited.
How adequate are the current recommendations to prevent
vitamin D deficiency in mothers and children? Although
vitamin D supplementation is effective in preventing vitamin
D deficiency, the optimal vitamin D requirement in women
and children is still unknown. Published data indicate that
vitamin D deficiency may be an unrecognized public health
problem in women, nursing mothers and children in many
populations, at least in populations where sun exposure in
women and children is severely limited. There is an urgent
need to determine the optimal dose of vitamin D to ensure
vitamin D sufficiency in pregnant and lactating women when
sun exposure is inadequate. A strategy to prevent vitamin
D deficiency in infants through maternal supplementation
which would achieve the double effect of preventing vitamin
D deficiency in both mothers and children may be a way
forward and needs further study. Strategies to prevent vitamin
D deficiency and achieve adequate intake of vitamin D and
calcium in women and throughout childhood would not only
prevent rickets but may also reduce the risk of osteoporosis
as well as other long latency disease processes that have been
associated with vitamin D deficient states in adults. This
may be one of the more important preventive public health
initiatives. The time for action is now.
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ABSTRACT
Background: ER (Estrogen receptor) and PR
(Progesterone receptor) are breast oncogene
receptors that are important for the growth of some
organs. Their statuses for breast cancer patients are
vital to determine chemical therapy for the patients
after surgical removal of cancer.
Methods: A computer program designed by the
author in Matlab language to study each type of
receptors (nearly 10 slide images studied for each
one). The program used pixel color classification
techniques by using Artificial Neural Network
(ANN).
Results: Some image resizing, re-dimensioning, and
enhancing are done by Photoshop program which
aimed to obtain better results of Proportion
Observation percent (PO%). The PO% was
estimated for ER and PR receptors by two methods;
routine test which was done by a pathologist
(manual scoring), and by the designed program used
in this study (computer scoring).
Conclusions: Results of the methods are close to
each other for ER and PR receptors and statistical
evaluation confirms that the program can be used
as an objective method to confirm the first method.
The program computing is better than the manual
method for PO% computation because it is an
objective method and shows results in a very
accurate manner.
Key words: ER, PR, HER2 receptor,
Image processing

Introduction

Breast cancer is the leading female cancer in Europe and in
the USA and amongst the cancer types with high incidence in
the rest of the world. In the UK and USA, approximately one
in every ten women will contract the disease in their lifetime
and it is amongst the leading cause of death in the female
population in industrialized countries [Mansel et al., 2007].
The molecular classification of tumors often helps to establish
their aggressiveness and the molecular status which generally
has a major effect on patient morbidity and mortality. Some
biomarkers which are commonly tested include estrogen,
progesterone, and Her-2 receptors.
The researcher Gown considers ER as a weak prognostic
marker of clinical outcome in breast cancer, but a strong
predictive marker for response, for example, to Tamoxifenbased (TAM) therapy [Gown, 2008]. Koshnod suggested
that ER negativity in some of his patient cases is correlated
with an increased tumour growth rate [Khoshnoud, 2008].
Bernoux and others, in 1998, have shown that ER/PR status
affects endocrine therapy. They concluded that patients with
ER-PR+ tumors are mainly perimenopausal and tend to have
a better outcome than ER-PR- patients. On the basis of ER
status alone these patients are generally not considered as
candidates for endocrine therapy. The presence of PR may
lead one to reconsider this modality of treatment [Bernoux
et al., 1998]. A high proportion of breast tumors in men
are estrogen receptor-positive (in their review 77%) and
progesterone receptor positive (76%) as showed by Hakan,
in 2000. Breast tumors in men often respond favorably to
endocrine manipulation, including testicular ablation or
antiestrogen therapy. Thus, the hormone receptors in these
tumors can be functionally active and used for therapeutic
intervention [Hakan, 2000].
Yu and others, in (2008), also studied the ER/PR status
related to age of the patients. Patients with ER-/PR+ tumors
were younger than those with ER+/PR+ tumors (P=0.021),
and were mainly premenopausal (P=0.013). ER-/PR+
patients were related to more involved lymph nodes and later
stage. Although patients with ER-/PR+ tumors are generally
considered as candidates for endocrine therapy clinically,
the ER-/PR+ group gains less benefits from adjuvant TAM
treatment than ER+/PR+ group [Yu et al., 2008]. Liu and
others, in (2010), have shown the importance of determining
PR status for selecting best hormone therapy. Furthermore the
identification of the ER-/PR+ cohort allows them the option for
hormonal therapy [Liu et al., 2010].
Digital images, from their vital role in the early detection
and treatment, become subject to a lot of research to try to
analysis them and get the most possible information from
them. Image processing techniques used to reach the
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important target. Biomedical image processing has
experienced dramatic expansion, and has been an
interdisciplinary research field attracting expertise from
applied mathematics, computer sciences, engineering,
statistics, physics, biology and medicine [Zhu, 2003]. One
of the important techniques in image analyzing is artificial
neural network.
It is believed that neural networks will have extensive
application to biomedical problems in the next few years.
Already, it has been successfully applied to various areas of
medicine, such as diagnostic systems, biochemical analysis,
image analysis, and drug development. The benefits of using
ANNs are that they are not affected by factors such as fatigue,
working conditions and emotional state [Siganos, 2011].
Image segmentation, which will done by ANN technique,
is one of the key problems in Histopathological image
analysis, since most of the subsequent analysis steps rely on
the accuracy and the precision of the segmentation step. In
general, segmentation of histopathology images aims for the
partitioning of the tissue content into distinct structures of
interest (e.g., cytological components, follicles or fibers, etc.).
A common approach to the image segmentation problem in
histopathology imagery is to model image segmentation as
a data clustering problem. The challenge associated with
feature space clustering approaches is the choice of a relevant
feature space (e.g., color, texture, etc.). One can show that
within a well-defined feature space consisting of color and
texture, clustering based image segmentation provides
promising results [Sertel, 2010].
Neural networks have wide applications in recognizing
diseases and hence they are critical in the field of medicine.
Thiran and Macq presented a method for automatic
recognition of cancerous tissues from an image of a
microscopic section. Based on the shape and the size analysis
of the observed cells, this method provides the physician
with non-subjective numerical values for four criteria of
malignancy. From the values of the extracted criteria, an
automatic classification of the image (cancerous or not) is
finally operated [Thiran and Macq, 1996].
It is necessary to perform surgical biopsies to obtain tissue for
histologic examination and diagnosis throughout molecular
assays. Not only do biopsy sections lead to clinical diagnoses,
but more importantly, they can indicate appropriate routes of
treatment and expectation of morbidity/mortality. Therefore,
great significance is attributed to biopsies and those who
interpret them (i.e., pathologists). Although the scoring
systems are often sophisticated, it is nevertheless surprising
that interpretations of tissue parameters can vary greatly
between pathologists. Indeed, pathologists come to complete
agreement as low as 9% of the time. A qualitative skill
dependent on the experience of the practitioner, tissue grading
is sufficiently clinically significant that normalization among
all specimens should be essential because of the risk that a
slightly incorrect qualitative evaluation could lead to lethal
consequences as therapeutic regimens are selected on the
basis of such assessments. Therefore, impartial quantitative
14

histological evaluation procedures may be desirable prior to
samples reaching a pathologist [Smith, 2006].
The present work aimed to design and program an image
processing code in MATLAB which uses Artificial neural
network to distinct positive and negative stained cells from
breast cancer tissue slides and to count both type of cells
individually and determine Proportion Observation percent
(PO%) which is important to determine IHC score.

Materials and Methods

Digital microscopes were used to capture images (saved in
Jpg format) for IHC slides composed of a Microscope type
Biolab-1007, Altay supplied with Digital Camera Eyepiece
(MDCE-5A) that has a 1/3” image sensor ( CMOS Sensor, 1.3
Mega Pixel).
Slide images were resized and re-dimensioned to smaller
ones with enhanced clarity using Photoshop program. Color
images convert to gray scale images where brown colors
(positive cancer cells) convert to black and negative cancer
cells to less black color by two codes written in Matlab 7.11.0
(R2010b) using ANN techniques. The first code selects three
different colors for positive cells (brown), negative cells (blue)
and background (mostly white) and it converts the image into
a new matrix with 3 rows by n columns. The second code
uses Levenberg-Marquardt back-propagation Artificial neural
network (LM BP ANN) {Figure 1 for diagram of ANN} to
classify color pixels by using newff function.
The input vector is composed of 3 elements corresponding
to the RGB color vector of pixels. Two hidden layers are
determined empirically to be 3-10 neurons and the output
layer consists of one neuron. In addition, the transfer
functions of hidden and output layers are tan-sigmoid and
linear, respectively. For the training of neural networks, the
target is assigned to be [-1 0.5 1]. The networks are trained
using the Levenberg-Marquardt (trainlm) algorithm. The
training stops when the maximum number of epochs reaches
4000 or the mean square error is less than 1x10-17. Finally
the produced matrix is reshaped to gray scale image. The
third code takes the output gray scale image from the second
code and puts the positive cells in one image (black regions)
and negative cells (less black) to another one (see Figure 2 for
flowchart of third code).
For counting cells, a cell with minimum area is selected and
the diameter of it is measured and it then computes the area of
that cell as a circle. It counts the total number of P cells and
N cells and adds the two images and computes PO% using
following equation:

Manual total counting of P- and N- cells for ER and PR
receptors were done by adding grids to the image, and
choosing 5 fields randomly. Then, it takes the average of Pand N-cells for the five fields and multiplies the average of
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Figure 1:
Diagram of BP ANN

each type by the total number of fields. This method is
repeated to have three values of total P- and N-cells in the
images. Finally, use Eq.(1) to calculate PO%.
ER and PR receptors are steroid receptors localizing to the
nucleus. Positive ER and PR results are further qualified
using a rapid semiquantitative H score ranging from 0 to
8 that takes into account both the intensity of staining and
proportion of tumor cells staining positive for ER and PR
receptors with appropriate cutoff values for treatment of
advanced disease.
The score for proportion staining (PS) is: 0 score = denotes
no nuclear staining, 1 score ? 1%, 2 score = 1%-10%, 3 score
= 11%-33%, 4 score = 34%-66%, 5 score = 67%- 100% nuclei
staining. Score for staining intensity (SI) is determined as:
0 intensity = denotes no nuclear staining, 1 intensity = weak
staining, 2 intensity = moderate staining, 3 intensity = strong
staining. The two scores are added and describe according
to their values that: score 0 indicates endocrine treatments or
tamoxifen will definitely not work and such patients should
receive an alternative first-line treatment; score 2-3 indicates
a 20% chance of response to endocrine treatment; score 4-6
indicates a 50% chance of response to endocrine treatment;
score 7-8 indicates a good (75%) chance of response to
endocrine treatment [Huang et al., 1999; Patil et al., 2011].
Total score represents positive tumors if it equals or exceeds 3
[Krecsák et al., 2011].

Results

The P-cells, N-cells, PO% were listed manually and the
Matlab codes for both receptors in Tables 1 to 3. Table 1
showed counting of P-, N-cells and PO% for ER which were
stained by DAB method. But for the same parameter for PR
that was stained by DAB ia shown in Table 2 and PR stained
by AEC method is shown in Table 3. DAB staining, gives the

positive cells a brown color and negative cells with blue but
the second method, ACE staining, gives the positive with red
color for cell membrane and blue for nucleus. The codes give
us total P-cells and N-cells for the first method (see Table 1
and 2 - pages 32 qnd 33), and total cells for the second method
(see Table 3). The P-cells are calculated manually.
A sample of each receptor image is presented in Figure 3 and
Figure 4 for ER and PR, respectively. Image A of all figures
are original image; the second one (i.e. B) represents the
image preprocessed. Image C is the output of ANN (second
code) which converts color images to gray scale images,
where the positive stained cells have dark regions and the
negative stained cells will have less darkened regions, and
the background which represents the unwanted region will
have white colors. The final image (D) of each figure are
also the colored image which showed P-cells (green color)
and N-cells (red color). The number of both cells, proportion
observation percent (PO%), and Proportion Staining (PS) is
displayed above the image D. The paired statistical samples
for both methods are computed by SPSS program and find
non-significant evaluation for the two methods.

Discussion

As mentioned in previous sections, some preprocess steps
have been done before entering images into the first Matlab
code. These steps include resize and re-dimension of all slide
images because nearly all of them have large dimensions
and sizes that cause a very long run and may ‘freeze’ the
computer. The images are re-dimensioned from large
dimensions (such as 2592x1944) to small dimension (like
550x413), and resized from ~1.5 MB to ~100 KB to be found
suitable (small time of running) for Matlab codes. Also, some
images required the removal of unwanted regions which
affected the final results and will be one of the sources of
errors.
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Figure 2:
Follow chart of third code
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We enhanced some images to increase clarity for the two
colors, Brown for positive stained cells (P-cells) and Blue for
negative stained cells (N-cells). One or some of functions,
from the Photoshop program, were used to obtain these
results.

results obtained for the range of neurons 4-13 and neglect
time of running for very small epoch, and performance (i.e.
mean square error) were in the range 10 -17-10 -30. The very
small time consumed for each case is an indicator that the
programmed Matlab codes have very good performance.

Most important parameters for running and obtaining
parameters for all ER and PR slide images showed that the
most suitable number of hidden layers was two, because
the first or third layers did not give proper results. After
optimization, we found that the two layers with the same
number of neurons give better results than different numbers
for the two layers. Also parameters were optimized like target
vector (-1, 0.5, 1) and goal (1x10 -17) to get the best results. Best

Some original images have noisy parts which may be related
to dirty samples, processes of staining or imaging techniques.
These noisy parts affected the final results in some way which
have been nearly corrected. Also, clear enhancing of images
was seen for some images (as shown in Figures 3 and 4). This
describes the importance of using preprocessing steps before
running the Matlab codes.
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Table 1: Shows the results of manual and computer scoring for ER
By comparison between image B and C for all slides, one can
see that the programmed Matlab ANN codes have excellent
ability to distinguish P-cell and N-cells by techniques of color
pixels classification for DAB staining slide images. But, in the
case of AEC staining slide images, there are just classifications
of colors into black and gray regions because P-cells have both
colors (i.e. blue for nucleus and rose red for their cytoplasm).
For image D of all slides stained by DAB method, P- and N-cells
counting, PO% and PS were obtained from the third Matlab
code due to their different colors for different types of cells. But
for other slides that were stained by AEC method, the third code

can count total cells only and P-cells count is done manually (so
other parameters computed PO% and PS) because P-cells have
both colors. So, accordingly DAB stain is better than AEC stain.
The statistical evaluation is one of non-significance between
the two methods which indicates that the two methods can be
used correctly with the difference that the author’s method is
objective and gives more accurate and reliable values.

Conclusion

In view of the results presented in this study, one can conclude
that this new program can compute efficiently: PO% for ER
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Table 2: Shows the results of manual and computer scoring for PR
and PR. The program is better than previous methods due to
its objectivity (the results are not affected by conditions of the
patient like excitation, fatigue) and showing PO% in a very
accurate manner. Also, it’s necessary to resize and re-dimension
(if the images have sizes >100 kB and dimensions larger than
550x550) to prevent a long running period or consequently
often freezing the computer (these values are altered according
to the efficiency of the computers). Removal of noisy parts and
enhancing of images must be done to obtain better results.
Finally, staining of slides by DAB methods gave best results
because positive and negative cells colored differently. But in the
case of AEC methods the results were not good (just computing
total cells) due to different colors of nucleus and membrane of
the same cells.
18
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Figure 3: Shows the final results from the Matlab codes for image Er (A: original image(400x), B: preprocess steps
(applied Auto Tone command), C: image output of ANN (black color for P-cells, gray color for N-cells), D: colored
image with total count of P-cells (Green color), total count of N-cells (Red color) (Proportion observation percent
(PO%), and Proportion staining (PS) displayed on the top of the image)
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Figure 4: Shows the final results of the Matlab codes for image Pr (A: original image (1000x), B: preprocess steps (HDR
Toning command), C: image output of ANN (black color for P-cells, gray color for N-cells), D: colored image with total
count of P-cells (Green color), total count of N-cells (Red color), Proportion observation percent (PO%) and Proportion
Staining (PS) displayed on the top of the image)
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The role of Magnetic Resonance Imaging in diagnosing common
disorders of the knee. Our experience at King Hussein Medical
Centre
Jameel M. Abdelhadi
Mohammad R. Arafat
Bdewi M. Awamleh

ABSTRACT
Objectives: The aim of our study was to evaluate
Magnetic Resonance Imaging appearances in
various conditions affecting the Knee joint, and
to calculate the percentages of abnormal findings
compared to total studies performed during fourteen
months at Radiology department in King Hussein
Medical Centre.
Methods: During the period October 2010 January 2012, a total number of 308 patients (238
males and 70 females), aged 11-52 years old,
presented with common symptoms of knee pain at
King Hussein Medical Centre and on whom we
performed Knee MRI to exclude meniscus or
ligamental injury of the knee, were retrospectively
reviewed. Old age groups with degenerative bony or
articular processes were excluded from this study.
According to clinical follow up, arthroscopic findings and post operative results, the normal,
abnormal MRI diagnosis and type of abnormality
were recorded.
Results: Out of 308 patients on whom we performed
MRI for possible knee joint pathology findings, in
179 patients (58.1%) the examination was positive
and in 129 patients (41.9%) the examination was
normal. The most common abnormality found was
tear in the posterior horn of medial meniscus
(75 patients) and accounted for 24.4% of total
patients examined and represented 41.9% of total
abnormalities. The least common abnormality was
found in patients with bone infarct, medial collateral
ligament tear, meniscus cyst and osteochondritis
dissecans, all these represented by one patient. .
Conclusion: We conclude that MRI is sufficiently
accurate in diagnosing common disorders of the
knee, with preservation of knee arthroscopy for
therapeutic tools preceded by MRI assessment.
Key words: MRI, Knee disorders
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Introduction

One of the most common presenting features in
musculoskeletal pathology to the radiologist is knee pain,
and most symptoms are due to acute knee injury or due to
gradual increase in patients symptoms(1). MRI is believed
to be the modality of choice for most orthopaedic surgeons
in detecting intra articular knee pathology due to many
advantages especially in diagnosing ligamental or meniscal
injury(2). MRI is superior to other diagnostic procedures
due to lack of ionizing radiation, safety and it has the ability
to assess the internal structures in multiple planes (2,3).
The accuracy in detecting ligamental or meniscal injury
by MRI is now considered to be 93% or more(2,14). Plain
X-ray films are widely used in detecting common bony or
joint abnormality such as osteoarthritic changes, joint space
narrowing, subchondral cysts and sclerotic borders of the
joints(19), but these changes are commonly found in elderly
patients. Arthroscopy of the knee joint represents the gold
standard for diagnosing internal knee pathology and playing
an essential role in managing these abnormalities, but it is
well known that patient admission and anesthesia should be
considered in this uncomfortable and invasive technique for
every patient (4,6,11). In addition the arthroscopic procedure
carries accuracy of 95% in diagnosing common disorders of
the knee (7).

Methods

This is a retrospective review of 308 patients who presented
with chief complaints of knee pain and on whom we
performed MRI to exclude intra articular knee pathology at
King Hussein Medical centre (KHMC) during 14 months
between October 2010 - January 2012. There were 238 males
and 70 females with M:F Ratio of 2.4:1. All patients selected
for this study were of young and middle age groups (between
11-52 years) with mean age of 32.3 years. Old age groups with
degenerative bony or articular processes were excluded from
this study. Two MRI Machines (1.5 T symphony Siemens and
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Trio 3T Siemens) were used. Axial fat saturated,
coronal T1 W Images and sagittal T1 and
T2W images were taken for every patient. We
retrospectively reviewed all requests and radiological
reports for this group of patients and based on
clinical follow up, arthroscopic findings and
postoperative results, we made our calculations and
conclusions.

Results

Table 1 summarizes the frequency of each
pathological type of intra articular knee joint
pathology, of which posterior horn of medial
meniscus was the most common injury detected
(Figure 1) and was reported in 75 patients (41.9%)
of all abnormalities, followed by anterior cruciate
ligamental injury (Figure 2) reported in 38 patients
(21.2% of total positive findings. The lateral
meniscus tear was seen in only four patients (2.2%),
whereas posterior cruciate (PCL) injury was reported
in only 3 patients (1.7% )(Figure 3). Backer’s cyst
was found in 15 patients and knee joint effusion in
19 patients. Only in one patient we revealed Medial
Collateral Ligament (MCL) injury, bone infarction,
meniscal cyst and osteochondritis dissecans.
Tumours were found in 4 patients and according
to Histopathological results, they were malignant
in 2 patients, one of them in the extra articular soft
tissue region (Figure 6) and benign in the other two
patients. Two or more pathologies in same patient
were found in a sum of 33 patients.
Table 1: Frequency of each type of knee pathology in the
study

a.
b.
c.
Figure 1: Sagittal T1 Proton density (a) sagittal STIR (b) and coronal gradient (c) sequences showing oblique tear in
posterior horn of medial meniscus reaching articula surface in a 34 years old male patient who presented with history of
twisting knee injury (arrows)
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Figure 2: sagittal T2WI shows full thickness tear of anterior cruciate ligament (yellow arrow), along with buckling
of posterior cruciate ligament as an indirect sign, note the associated knee joint effusion (black arrow)

a.

b.

Figure 3: sagittal T1WI (a) and sagittal T2WI(b) shows significant thickening and high signal intensity in the
posterior part of posterior cruciate ligament indicating acute PCL injury,in a 28 years old male patient (arrows)
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Figure 4: Gradient sagittal showing well defined
oval shaped bone intensity lesion (arrow)
representing loose body

Figure 5: Gradient sagittal shows fluid intensity
Anterior Cruciate Ligament cyst

Figure 6: soft tissue sarcoma in the posterior
aspect of the lower thigh in a 20 years old
female patient (arrow)
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Figure 7: Bucket handle
tear, Double posterior
cruciate (PCL) sign

Discussion

Plain X-ray films are still used as first diagnostic step in
evaluating knee pathology, but they lack information about
many pathological conditions. They can diagnose bony
fractures, osteoarthritic changes, knee effusions and joint
space narrowings. In many studies the abnormal findings
on simple plain X-ray do not exceed 7% of all exposures
performed for suspected knee pathology(10,13). Torg et al ,
Jonsson et al , Donaldson et al , Zarins& Rowe commonly
used Lachman clinical test and recorded high accuracy in
detecting acute and chronic anterior cruciate ligament (ACL)
injury with less sensitivity for other pathology involving the
knee join,t reaching 100% in some experienced hands and
this is preserved for ACL injury(5,16). An arthrography is
still used in many centers in order to support the diagnosis
but has the disadvantages of using ionizing radiation and can
be uncomfortable for the patient(7,17). Despite the accuracy
of arthroscopy being considered very high in diagnosing
meniscal and ligamental injuries of the knee and exceeding
95%(7,17), there are many disadvantages and complications
of the procedure including exposure to ionizing radiation,
anesthesia, admission of the patient and possible secondary
infections and not uncommonly complicated by postoperative
bleeding, persistent swelling, neurovascular injury, and
pulmonary embolism(17,20,21). Meniscal injury of the knee
among young age groups is considerd to be more evident
due to acute trauma, whereas in the older age group as
degenerative cause for meniscal tears is more common(9).
MRI was introduced in clinical practice in the mid 1980s
with establishment of its role in the last two decades for
diagnosing internal derangements of the knee joint(15). It
is trusted to be highly accurate in detecting meniscal and
26

ligamental injury of the knee (4,9,12,15). MRI combination
with vigorous clinical examination represents an effective
tool in selection of patients for therapeutical arthroscopy and
avoiding unnecessary surgery(14,15,18). In our sample the
posterior horn of medial meniscus was the most commonly
reported injury and was found in 49.1% of total abnormalities.
Metcalf et al reported the patterns of posterior horn of
medial meniscus tear as oblique or vertical longitudinal
in 81% of cases and can be complete or incomplete and
commonly associated with ACL injury(2,9,22). Posterior
cruciate ligament is seen less commonly than other types of
ligamental injury of the knee(8). The frequency of each type
of intra articular knee pathology diagnosed by MRI in our
study has been correlated well with recent studies being made
for this scope. By correlation of MRI reportsand compared
with clinical, arthroscopic and surgical follow up we found
that MRI accuracy was about 88.4% in our study, whereas
arthroscopic sensitivity in recent studies ranges from 90% to
95% in diagnosing internal knee joint pathology.

Conclusion

We conclude that MRI is sufficiently accurate in diagnosing
common disorders of the knee, with preservation of
knee arthroscopy for therapeutic tools preceded by MRI
assessment.
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ABSTRACT
Sub-cutaneous emphysema and pneumomediastinum may occur as a rare complication
during or immediately after surgery. It can be
caused by tracheal intubation related airway or
esophageal ruptures. A case of sub-cutaneous
emphysema and pneumomediastinum during the
perioperative period is reported. The patient was
observed with sub-cutaneous emphysema of face
and chest wall within a few minutes after surgery.
HRCT revealed sub-cutaneous emphysema and
pneumo-mediastinum.
Key words: sub-cutaneous emphysema,
pneumo-mediastinum, endotracheal
intubation, Perioperative period.
Key Message:
Surgical emphysema and pneumomediastinum are
a very rare complication of endotracheal
intubations and peri-operative retching. The
diagnosis is confirmed by CT scan after strong
clinical suspicion. The present report highlights
the importance of a high index of clinical
suspicion and timely utilization of CT scan while
routine investigations miss the diagnosis.
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Sub-cutaneous emphysema occurs when air gets into
tissues under the skin. Air in the mediastinal tissue
is referred to as Pneumo-mediastinum or mediastinal
emphysema. They may occur spontaneously or after trauma
(iatrogenic/non-iatrogenic). Sub-cutaneous emphysema and
pneumomediastinum resulting from anesthetic procedures or
from vomiting are very rarely reported.

Case Report

A 10 year old child underwent an uneventful right
herniorrhaphy repair (Bassinis) for indirect inguinal hernia.
Her past medical history was not significant.
General anesthesia was induced. The patient was intubated
using Mc Intosh laryngoscope with 2” number blade and
a 5.5” endotracheal tube on first attempt without difficulty
or evident trauma. Induction was done with inj. thiopental
sodium 150gm dil. in 10cc with atropine 0.6mg i.v. Anesthesia
was maintained using succinylcholine 50mg i.v. vecuronium
3 mg stat. followed by 0.6mg twice in ½ hour intervals. At the
end of surgery, the neuromuscular blockade was reversed, the
patient was awakened, and extubated. Ondensetran injection
4 mg i.v was administered for nausea.
Ten minutes after arriving in the post-operative ward, the
patient experienced an episode of nausea, retching and
vomited a small amount (about 15-20ml) of clotted blood
with gastric contents within 10 minutes of this event. Duty
doctors noticed swelling over the left half of her face and the
periorbital area. Complete examination revealed swelling and
crepitus involving the left half of her face, the entire anterior
part of her neck, and the entire left half of her chest extending
down to the upper abdomen. On the right side of the chest the
emphysema extended up to her nipples only. No dyspnoea,
oxygen desaturation or hemodynamic instability was noted
at that time. On auscultation, surgical crepitus was felt and
heard and normal breath sounds were heard throughout the
chest. Hamman’s sign was negative. E.C.G. was normal.
A portable radiography showed pneumo-mediastinum and
bilateral sub-cutaneous emphysema of the neck and chest
wall. There was no evidence of pneumothorax.
She was kept under continuous observation in RICU to watch
for sudden airway compromise and related complications.
Patient was administered high flow oxygen; further
observation did not show any airway compromise. A baseline
HRCT was done which showed sub-cutaneous emphysema
with pneumo-mediastinum. (Figures 1 and 2 - next page),
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Figure 1

Figure 2
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An opinion from the cardiologist, pulmonologist and ENT
specialist opinion were sought. A fiberoptic bronchoscopy
was planned but was refused by patient’s family members.
Patient was observed in the RICU for 4 days, there was
gradual resolution of the sub-cutaneous emphysema. Patient
recovered without any complications.

Discussion

This report describes rapidly progressive sub-cutaneous
emphysema and pneumomediastinum during the
perioperative period. Differential diagnosis includes alveolar
rupture, hypo pharyngeal perforation, tracheobronchial
lacerations and Boerhaave syndrome.(1, 3) In order to
establish the correct diagnosis, imaging studies and
bronchoscopy must be performed promptly.(3)
Increased alveolar pressure produced by Valsalva maneuver
(vomiting) may cause alveolar rupture and result in subcutaneous emphysema and pneumomediastinum. These cases
are notable for their lack of sequelae and their spontaneous
resolution.(1)
Trauma to pharynx, esophagus or trachea from laryngoscopy,
intubation, and cuff inflation is one potential explanation.
In our patient there was no indication that any of these
procedures were difficult or caused trauma, although there is
a possibility of occult injury.
Bronchoscopy is helpful in visualizing the tear in some
patients, but our patient was in a state of apprehension and
had refused any further invasive procedures.
Mechanical factors such as vigorous attempt of intubation,
inexperienced anesthesiologist, over-inflation, rapid inflation,
rupture of cuff, patient movement with bronchial cuff
inflated, inadequate tube size, use of stylet and vigorous
coughing contribute to tracheal rupture.
Possible anatomical factors such as congenital tracheal
abnormalities, chronic obstructive pulmonary disease, and
inflammatory lesion of the tracheobronchial tree, steroid
therapy, lymph nodes or neoplasm causing distortion of the
trachea can predispose to tracheal rupture.
Almost all cases of post intubation tracheal lacerations are
reported in short females. Our patient also was short (height
133 cm). The diagnosis is suspected at extubation or 2-6 hours
later. The laceration usually occurs longitudinally in the
posterior membranous wall of the trachea or at the junction
of the membranous wall and the cartilaginous ring. Most
injuries occur in the lower one third of the trachea. Mucosal
erosion or perforation of the anterior cartilaginous tracheal
wall by the tip of the tube or the stylet is very rare. (2, 3, 4)
Boerhaave syndrome presents with a classical triad of
vomiting, followed by severe chest pain and rigidity of upper
abdomen. All of these symptoms are not present in many
cases. Early diagnosis and aggressive surgical treatment
can reduce mortality and morbidity. Yet, there are several
30

reports of successful conservative management, when leakage
is minimal or has aborted. Usually the lower esophagus is
involved, with a vertical split. The irritant infective fluids
and gaseous contents may be released into left pleural space.
The diagnosis is confirmed by conventional contrast study
or CECT. Progression to circulatory failure and death from
septic shock, Pneumonitis and mediastinitis can occur.(5)
Small esophageal tears present with insidious onset and can
be managed conservatively.
Patients with pneumo-mediastinum develop substernal
chest pain often pleuritic, dyspnoea, dysphonia, dysphagia,
odynophagia, high pitched nasal tone, either separately or
in combination. Hamman’s sign can be demonstrated on
auscultation. E.C.G changes are low voltage, non-specific
axis deviation, ST-wave changes. Chest radiography usually
demonstrates a thin radiolucent strip along the mediastinal
facial plane, most commonly along the left heart border. The
aortic knob may be highlighted as well. CT scan chest is more
sensitive for the diagnosis of pneumo-mediastinum.(6)
Conservative management may be appropriate for
uncomplicated longitudinal lacerations that are < 3 - 4
cm in size, and involve less than one third of tracheal
circumference. The goal is to establish airway patency for
uneventful healing of injury and prevent complications.
Management includes broad-spectrum antibiotic prophylaxis,
cough suppressants, extubation if feasible, mechanical
ventilation to maintain low pressures, avoidance of frequent
endotracheal suction, bronchoscopy for pulmonary toilet. In
all published cases of conservative management, healing was
uneventful, without any residual airway stenosis.
Prompt surgical repair is indicated in cases with clinical
deterioration, mediastinitis or increased mediastinal fluid
collection and uncontrolled air leaks .Tracheal laceration
involving the cartilaginous wall always requires a surgical
repair. The surgical approach is determined by the site of
the injury; right thoracotomy incision for the lower third,
and cervical incision for the upper two thirds of the trachea.
Acute complications include tension pneumothorax, anoxia
and arrhythmias. Sub-acute complications include lethal
mediastinitis, pneumonitis and tracheal strictures.
In conclusion, sub-cutaneous emphysema and pneumomediastinum can have variegated causes like endotracheal
intubation related airway ruptures or Boerhaave syndrome. A
high index of suspicion is required as prompt diagnosis and
early management can be life saving.
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ABSTRACT
Background: TUCOM was established in 1989 and
since its establishment adopted an innovative
curriculum. There is a need to study and evaluate
the educational environment in the college.
Objective: To measure students’ perceptions of the
educational environment of the TUCOM curriculum and to evaluate the internal consistency of the
50-item Dundee Ready Education Environment
Measure (DREEM) Arabic version questionnaire.
Methods: The DREEM Arabic version
questionnaire was administered to undergraduate
medical students in years 2 and 3. Internal
consistency of the instrument and its subscales
were measured with the method described by
Cronbach, and the results were expressed with
alpha coefficient ranging from 0 to 1.
Results: The 50-item DREEM Arabic version was
found highly reliable with alpha coefficient of 0.91.
Scores for 10 out of 50 items (20%) were below
2, indicating areas of weaknesses of the TUCOM.
Items 17, 3, 50, 23, and 33 had the lowest mean
scores of the 50 items. The values for the majority
of the items (96%) fell into the range that indicated
aspects of the environment that would benefit from
improvement (mean scores between 2 and 3). The
subscale with the highest mean score was ‘Academic Self-Perception’’ which indicates student’s
perception of their academic achievements. Mean
score of this subscale was 20.23 ± 4.8 corresponding
to 63.22% of the maximum score for this domain.
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The subscale with the highest mean score was
students’ perceptions of their academic skills: 20.23
± 4.8 out of 32, corresponding to 63.22% of the
maximum score. The lowest mean score was for the
students’ perceptions of the college atmosphere:
23.97 ± 7.6 (49.94% of the maximum score). Scores
observed for year 3 students were lower in
subscales SPL, SPT, and SASP compared to year 2,
but the difference was not statistically significant.
The overall mean score for the 50 items was 113.91
± 22.46 (56.96%).
Conclusion: The DREEM is a reliable and
practical tool for assessing the educational
environment in Iraqi Medical Colleges. The
learning environment of TUCOM is perceived
positively and our students’ perspectives compare
favorably with studies internationally. Certain
problem areas were identified such as cheating, the
support systems for students who become stressed,
teaching that over-emphasized factual learning,
teaching being too teacher centered, and students’
irritation with their teachers; these problems need
to be examined more closely. In addition, other
areas that require enhancement in the TUCOM
educational environment were identified for
effective management of learning especially in the
students’ perception of teachers and students
perception of atmosphere sub domains.
Key words: Medical curricula, DREEM
questionnaire, Educational environment, TUCOM,
Iraq.
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Introduction

Environment of learning plays a critical role in how students
learn and in the quality of learning outcomes [1, 2, 3]. Tikrit
University College of Medicine is a government medical
institution situated in Tikrit, Iraq. It was started in 1989,
adopting innovative curriculum, a community-oriented,
community- based program incorporating a problem-based
learning approach [4]. Medical educators are agreed that an
optimal climate is an important factor for effective learning
to occur [5, 6]. Thus following any educational institution
establishment, evaluation of the educational environment has
been highlighted as the key to the delivery of high quality
medical education [5,6]. The learning environment for
medical students has been extensively investigated around the
world, with a view to identifying strengths and weaknesses,
to monitor change at times of curriculum reform, to compare
learning environments across teaching sites and to compare
staff and students’ perceptions [7-11].
Global changes in medical education caused students’
perceptions of their educational environment to receive
special attention [12]. Health care services delivery is facing
global changes which are mainly influenced by cost, thus
subsequently lead to short duration of admissions, increased
patient acuity and greater use of ambulatory services [11].
This may lead to a paradigm shift in health profession
education toward primary health care and outpatient clinics.
Students’ perceptions of the educational environment
may represent a basis for implementing modifications to
improve the learning climate. Students’ perceptions of
their educational environment have a significant impact on
their behavior, academic progress, learning experiences
and outcomes. Regular assessment and modification of the
educational environment is a possible action that can be
performed in medical education. However, it is essential
to perform such evaluation by using a valid and reliable
tool. Students’ perception is one method for assessing
the educational environment. Dundee Ready Educational
Environment Measure (DREEM) is used to assess the
educational climate [13-30].
This valuable tool was originally designed in English [16]
and has been translated into various languages such as
Arabic, Swedish, Greek and Spanish [22,23,27,28,31]. These
researchers have shown that DREEM is internationally
accepted as a useful tool to provide feedback on strengths
and weaknesses of the educational climate at particular
educational institutions. One of the important implications
of DREEM is that it provides a standardized way for
international comparisons between medical schools as well
as allowing them to benchmark their educational climate
[32]. In addition, it may locate areas of concern shared by the
majority of students that might be unintentionally neglected
by educators.
Reliability is broadly described as the consistency or
reproducibility of a measurement over time and occasions
and it can be gauged in the form of internal consistency

and stability [34]. The internal consistency of a tool is
commonly measured and based on a single administration
while the stability of a tool is measured based on multiple
administrations on different occasions or time [34]. The
DREEM has been reported to have a high level of internal
consistency with the overall Cronbach alpha coefficient being
more than 0.7 [16,22,23, 31, 34]. It was also found to have a
high level of stability with a test-retest correlation coefficient
of more than 0.8 [23]. Apart from this instance, none of
the articles have so far reported its reliability among Iraqi
medical students. To the best of our knowledge, no previous
research has used the DREEM to assess students’ perceptions
regarding educational environment at medical colleges in
Iraq. The aim of this study was to assess the perceptions of
medical students concerning their educational environment at
Tikrit University College of Medicine in Iraq.

Objective

To measure students’ perceptions of the educational
environment of the TUCOM curriculum and to evaluate
the internal consistency of the 50-item Dundee Ready
Education Environment Measure (DREEM) Arabic version
questionnaire.

Materials and Methods
Instrument:

The development and validation of the 50-item DREEM has
been reported elsewhere [16]. Respondents score each item
from 0 to 4 (4 = Strongly agree, 3 = Agree, 2 = Unsure, 1
= Disagree and 0 = Strongly disagree). Some items (4, 8, 9,
17, 25, 35, 39, 48 and 50) contain negative statements and
are therefore reverse-coded when incorporated into scales.
According to Roff et al. [16] individual items with a mean
score of 3 or greater reflect a positive educational environment
and are considered areas of strength for a school; values
between 2 and 3 reflect areas that are neither strengths nor
weaknesses but identify areas that could be enhanced; and
items with a mean score below 2 are considered areas of
weaknesses for a school of medicine. The DREEM yields
a global score of up to 200 with its 50 items combined and
has five subscales proposed by Roff et al. [16]: (1) Students’
Perceptions of Learning (items 1, 7, 13, 16, 20, 22, 24, 25, 38,
44, 47 and 48), which addresses students’ views of aspects
of the teaching activities, such as whether they receive clear
course objectives, and whether learning is student-focused and
encourages active learning rather than being teacher-centred
and stresses factual learning; (2) Students’ Perceptions of
Teachers (items 2, 6, 8, 9, 18, 29, 32, 37, 39, 40 and 50), which
address students’ views of the qualities of teachers, including
their communication skills, whether they provide feedback
to students and patients, their level of knowledge and their
level of preparation for classes; (3) Students’ Perceptions of
their Academic Skills (items 5, 10, 21, 26, 27, 31, 41 and 45),
which includes students’ views of the learning strategies
and problem-solving skills they have developed to prepare
themselves for their profession; (4) Students’ Perceptions of
the Learning Atmosphere (items 11, 12, 17, 23, 30, 33, 34,
35, 36, 42, 43 and 49), which includes items addressing how
relaxed the atmosphere is during lectures and ward teaching,
whether teaching activities are motivating for students, and
whether there are opportunities for students to develop
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interpersonal skills; and (5) Students’ Perceptions of the
Social Environment (items 3, 4, 14, 15, 19, 28 and 46), which
addresses students’ views of the support systems available
to those who become stressed, the school’s accommodation
for students, the quality of campus social life, and whether
students are able to find friends at school.
Sample:
This cross-sectional study was conducted at TUCOM in
November 2012. The questionnaire was administered to
undergraduate medical students of training years 2 and 3. The
DREEM was administered in paper form to students. The
questionnaires were answered anonymously by students.
The study design was approved by the ethical committee of
TUCOM that was now registered in USA [U.S. Department
of Health and Human Services (HHS)& Registration of an
Institutional Review Board (IRB)].IORG #: IORG0006885,
Institution: Tikrit University College of Medicine [TUCOM]
OMB No. 0990-0279.
Reliability:
The method described by Cronbach [35] was used to measure
scale reliability. Since alpha depends on both the length of
the scale (the number of questions) and the correlation of
the items within the scale (actual reliability), the SpearmanBrowne formula,

a subscale = ka scale /[1+(k-1) a scale]
where k is the number of items of the subscale divided by
the number of items of the overall scale [36,37], was used
to estimate expected subscale alphas. Content validity was
addressed by the original DREEM. Not willing to limit our
ability to compare results internationally, we did not delete
or add any items, change items, original order (randomly
arranged), or rearrange subscales.[33]
Statistical analysis
The variables were described using means and standard
deviations (SD). Comparisons of students of the various years
were analyzed using t tests. Differences were considered
statistically significant with a p value <0.05. The internal
consistencies of the inventory and its subscales were
calculated using the Statistical Package for Social Science
(SPSS 11) and the results were expressed as alpha coefficients
ranging from 0 to 1.

Results

Completed questionnaires were received from 88 out of 114
students (77.2 %) in year 3, 108 out of 150 students (72%) in
year 2. One questionnaire in year 3 had missed answers for
some items, thus it was excluded from analysis. So only 87
questionnaires for year 3 were analyzed. The overall response
rate was 74%. Among respondents, 104 (53.3 %) were males
and 91 (46.7%) were females.

Table 1: Perception of teaching / learning
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Table 2: Students’ Perception of teachers

Table 3: Students’ Academic perception
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Table 4: Perception of atmosphere

Table 5: Social perception
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SPL- Student perception of learning; SPT- Students perception of teachers; SASP- Students academic self perception; SPAStudents perception of learning atmosphere; SSSP- Students social self perception.
Table 6: A comparison of subscales sum (domain) and full DREEM inventory among years 3 and 2 undergraduate
TUCOM medical students

SPL- Student perception of learning; SPT- Students perception of teachers; SASP- Students academic self perception; SPAStudents perception of learning atmosphere; SSSP- Students social self perception
Table 7: A comparison of subscales mean values among years 3 and 2 undergraduate TUCOM medical students
Individual item scores
The mean scores of individual items are shown in Tables 1-5.
Scores for 10 out of 50 items (20%) were below 2, indicating
areas of weaknesses of the TUCOM. Items 17, 3, 50, 23, and
33 had the lowest mean scores of the 50 items. The values
for the majority of the items (96%) fell into the range that
indicated aspects of the environment that would benefit from
improvement (mean scores between 2 and 3). Two items (4%)
had scores of 3 or greater and identified areas perceived as
contributing to a good educational environment by students:
items 15, 19, 10, 45 and 7 were the five that received the
highest mean scores.

Mean response values for 30 (60%) of the individual items
were lower for students of year 3 than for students of year 2
(data not shown).
Regarding the students’ perceptions of learning, there was
a significant difference between year 3 and year2 in items 7
(P=0.008), 20 (P=0.037), 25 (P=0.000) and 38 (P=0.029). In
addition, there was a significant difference between males
and females for items 13 (P=0.036). Furthermore, significant
differences were observed for items 13 (P=0.025), 38
(P=0.008) and 47 (P=0.046) between students who entered
the college through a central channel and those who come
from colleges outside the country.
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SPL- Student perception of learning; SPT- Students perception of teachers; SASP- Students academic self perception; SPAStudents perception of learning atmosphere; SSSP- Students social self perception.
Table 8: A comparison of subscales sum (domain) and full DREEM inventory among years 3 and 2 undergraduate
TUCOM medical students according to gender

P=0.003
SPL- Student perception of learning; SPT- Students perception of teachers; SASP- Students academic self perception; SPAStudents perception of learning atmosphere; SSSP- Students social self perception
Table 9: Educational Environment comparison between males and females for 3rd and 2nd years TUCOM students
38
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In terms of students’ perceptions of teachers, items 2, 8 and
50 show significant (P= 0.001, 0.027 and 0.019 respectively)
differences between 3rd and 2nd year. In addition, significant
gender differences were achieved for items 2 (P=0.046),
9 (P=0.025) and 40 (P=0.046). Regarding the students’
academic perceptions, item 10 was significantly different
between male and female (P=0.012) and between 3rd and 2nd
year (P=0.000).
Concerning students’ perceptions of atmosphere, there were
significant differences demonstrated by gender for items 23
(P=0.04), 30 (P=0.003), 33 (P=0.004), 34 (P=0.007) and 36
(P=0.000). A significant difference between year 3 and 2 was
observed for item 17 (P=0.006) only. For acceptance channel,
only item 30 demonstrated a significant (P=0.014) difference.
Regarding students’ social perceptions, gender demonstrated
significant differences for items 15 (P=0.02) and 46
(P=0.000). In addition, the acceptance channel shows
significant differences for items 15 (P=0.031), 19 (P=0.029),
28 (P=0.035) and 46 (P=0.006).
Subscales and overall mean scores:
The 5 subscales and overall mean scores according to study
years are shown in Table 6. The subscale with the highest
mean score was students’ perceptions of their academic
skills: 20.23 ± 4.8 out of 32, corresponding to 63.22% of the
maximum score. The lowest mean score was for the students’
perceptions of the college atmosphere: 23.97 ± 7.6 (49.94%
of the maximum score). Scores observed for year 3 students
were lower in subscales SPL, SPT, and SASP compared to
year 2, but the difference was not statistically significant.
The overall mean score for the 50 items was 113.91 ± 22.46
(56.96%). Students of year 2 had the higher mean score with
115.18 ± 22.67, while year 3 overall mean value was 112.34 ±
22.24, with no significant difference.
The subscales and mean scores according to study years are
shown in Table 7. The subscale with the highest mean score
was SASP: 2.529 ± 0.263 out of 4, corresponding to 63.22%
of the maximum score. The lowest mean score was for the
SPA: 1.998 ± 0.392 (49.94% of the maximum score). Scores
observed for year 3 students were lower in subscales SPL,
SPT, and SASP compared to years 2, but the difference not
statistically significant. The overall mean score for the 50
items was 2.278 ± 0.44 (56.96%). Students of year 2 had the
higher mean score with 2.304 ± 0.451, while year 3 overall
mean value was 2.247 ± 0.458, with no significant difference.
The gender based difference was observed with regard to
teaching being sufficiently concerned to develop competence
in the students’ perception of learning subscale (Male, 28.41
± 5.46, 59.19% vs. female, 27.23 ± 5.62, 56.73%). Table 8.
However the difference was not significant. The same findings
were observed for SASP and SPA. In contrast, females have
a higher mean score of SPT & SSSP subscales (Table 8). The
overall mean score for DREEM 50 items was higher in males
(116.16 ± 22.75) compared to female s(111.34 ± 21.98), but the
difference was not significant.

When the data was subdivided according to gender and study
years, gender based significant difference was observed with
regard to atmosphere (P=0.003), with a negative value toward
female (Male, 2.243± 0.381; female 1.1755 ± 0.361) Table 9.
Reliability
Internal consistency findings are shown in Table 10. The 50item DREEM Arabic version was found highly reliable, with
an alpha coefficient of 0.91 in year 3, 0.91 in year 2 (p=NS for
difference in alphas across years). The internal consistency
of the inventory among all 195 respondents was 0.91. Internal
consistencies of the five subscales were found to reflect
adequate reliability, although the coefficient for Perceptions
of the Social Environment was lower than that of the other
subscales indicating its poorer reliability. Internal consistency
for gender was 0.91 for both sexes.
Comparison to standards:
Table 11 shows the comparison of these study findings with
standards as suggested by McAleer & Roff [38]. The overall
DREEM score indicates that the education environment in
TUCOM was more positive than negative. The students’
perceptions of learning score indicated that teaching was
viewed positively, since the score was more than 24, which
represents the upper limit score value of negative teaching
view. Students’ perceptions of teachers were moved in the
right direction. SASP score indicated that students feeling
on the positive side. In addition, SSSP score suggests that
TUCOM society is not too bad. In contrast, the study
indicated a more negative atmosphere.

Discussion

The overall alpha was much higher than the 0.7 [37] or 0.80
[33] threshold generally considered acceptable for scales.
The DREEM questionnaire used in this study was found to
be an internally reliable instrument for measuring students’
views of the educational climate of a TUCOM. The 50-item
DREEM Arabic version was found to have a similar reliability
coefficient (Cronbach alpha) to published studies of the
DREEM translation in different languages [22,23,27,28,31,
39, 40,41] . Furthermore, DREEM had a high alpha coefficient
when analyzed in regards to gender and year of study, a
similar finding to that reported for Greece [23]. However, the
alpha coefficients of each subscale were lower than the overall
reliability, ranging from 0.49 to 0.75. The lowest reliability
was obtained by the Students’ Social Self-Perceptions in
agreement with other studies [22, 23,40] who obtained very
similar alpha coefficients for the subscales and full inventory
in India, Spain and Greece. Psychometric analyses of the
instrument were carried out by de Oliveira Filho et al. [41]
in postgraduate training programmes in Brazil. They found
the DREEM inventory valid, with high discriminant and
concurrent validities and high reliability with an alpha
coefficient of 0.93 and generalizability coefficient of 0.95.
The individual items’ mean scores offered an opportunity
to improve certain areas of the TUCOM educational
environment that were perceived by students as weaknesses,
including the support systems for students who become
stressed, cheating as a problem in the college, teaching
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Table 10: Comparison of the subscales with the standards values

Table 11: Cronbach’s alpha for different scales and subscales
that over-emphasized factual learning, teaching being
too teacher centered, and students’ irritation with their
teachers. Analysis of individual items also proved to be
a useful tool for recognizing areas where the educational
environment was good, such as the quality of the college
teachers in terms of their medical knowledge and teaching
abilities. Furthermore, individual analysis addressed the
areas that require enhancement; 19 items with mean score of
lower than 2.4 (60% of score value require reform for their
enhancement. However, another 10 items represent a problem
in the educational process in TUCOM. Thus these 29 items
should be considered by the college administration for reform,
change and enhancement.
The female students scored more negatively on several
aspects of educational environment than males (35/50
items). However, males perceived more loneliness. Gender
differences reported in other studies with female students
perceiving the learning environments as less supportive than
their male counterparts [7,30,42] agreed with our findings.
The present study findings contrast with others [11,20,29].
The analysis of the subscales showed a high mean score for
students’ academic perceptions. The teacher’s confidence in

their ability to teach is not supported by the views of their
students. The mean score of the subscale, students perceptions
of their teachers, was the 4th of all (5) subscales. This finding
is consistent with the item analysis and may reflect that the
staff development programs were not designed properly. The
college administration is not interested in staff training and
development. The other subscales that reflected a positive
educational environment were students’ perceptions of their
academic skills and their perceptions of their learning. On
the other hand, students’ perceptions of teachers and of the
learning atmosphere revealed domains of the educational
environment that could stand improvement.
Three of the five subscales mean scores of students in year
3 were lower than the mean scores for students in year 2.
This may be due to differences in the physical environments,
proportion of clinical activities and proportion of mature
students or validity of the instrument used to measure the
educational environment [43, 44]. Al-Hazimi et al. [14]
analyzed the educational environment at three schools of
medicine: two with traditional curricula in Saudi Arabia and
the Republic of Yemen, and a third, Scottish medical school
with an innovative curriculum as defined by the GMC in the
UK [45]. The Scottish medical school obtained an overall
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DREEM score of 139, significantly higher than the scores
obtained by the traditional universities, which were 100 and
107. However, an innovative curriculum design is not the only
factor related to a good educational environment. Curriculum
changes are usually undertaken in order to improve the
overall learning environment for students; the process,
however, is often stressful for both students and faculty [16,
46].
The TUCOM obtained an overall mean score of 113.91, which
is considered an indication of a generally positive educational
environment. The DREEM scores obtained by students in
year 3 and 2 were comparable with DREEM scores reported
by UK medical schools with curricula aligned with the
recommendations suggested by the GMC in Tomorrow’s
Doctors [14,16,19]. Roff [30] pointed out that “It remains to
be established if the type of curriculum offered by a given
school can be ‘detected’ by the DREEM”. However, a higher
DREEM score indicates a more student-centred curriculum,
and schools with traditional curricula commonly score less
than 120 [14,19].
DREEM has proven to be a useful tool for identifying the
strengths and weaknesses of the TUCOM’s curriculum. The
results presented herein revealed a mean overall score of
113.91/200 for the DREEM items. According to the practical
guide of McAleer and Roff [38], a mean score between 50 and
100 indicates potential problems. The overall DREEM score
indicated that the education environment in TUCOM was
more positive than negative. For the students’ perceptions of
learning score indicating that teaching was viewed positively,
the score was more than 24, which represents the upper limit
score value of negative teaching view. Students’ perceptions
of teachers were moved in the right direction. SASP score
indicated students feeling on the positive side. In addition,
SSSP score suggests that TUCOM society is not too bad. In
contrast, the study indicated a more negative atmosphere.
In 2003-2010 the field work curriculum was reduced
due to many factors and subsequently this gap is filled
with theoretical teaching. This means that curriculum
implementation was devoted from its design. In the mean
time college administration tried to reform the curriculum
and return back to its sound implementation. In the meantime
the college curriculum implementation needs to be devoted
to field training and ambulatory clinical practice. The
assessment system needs improvement by expansion of its
use of Objective Structured Clinical Examinations (OSCE)
and to introduce portfolios in order to minimize assessments
of students’ factual recall of information. The present study
findings should be analyzed in depth by the focus group of
students and teachers of the TUCOM in the context of the
college’s accreditation process. The purpose of such analyses
by the Focus groups were to clarify the underlying causes
for areas with poor scores, which varied by student-year, and
gender group. Stress resulting from experiences on clinical
placements was highlighted by some students and cheating
in written examinations was confirmed as a general problem,
although not for OSCE.

In Table 12, we compare the results of this study with other
published data. Such comparison may not be valid as these
studies were carried out in different years, and different
environments. [20,22,23,24-30]. Nevertheless, our results
indicated that global mean score (113.91) was lower than that
reported for UK [16,30] Nepal [25], Spain [22] and Nigeria
[25]. However, our global score was higher for Canada [7],
Trinidad [26], Saudi Arabia [27,28] Iran [20], Greece [23]and
Sri Lanka [29]. Our results rank 4th for SSSP, 5th for SASP,
7th for SPL, 8th for SPT, and 10th for SPA.
However, DREEM has proven to be a useful tool for
identifying the strengths and weaknesses of the TUCOM’s
curriculum. The qualitative data collected by a focus group
have substantially enhanced questionnaire interpretation,
allowing us to undertake remedies to address common causes
for student dissatisfaction. This approach of combining
DREEM results and qualitative analysis using focus groups
and open ended questions has been recommended by Whittle
et al. [47] as an approach to improving the educational
environment and the overall quality of students’ education.
In the future, the DREEM questionnaire could again be
administered in TUCOM to measure the impact of current
and future changes in the curriculum on students’ perceptions
of their educational environment.
Based on this study’s findings, we recommend the 50-item
DREEM Arabic version as a reliable instrument for other
Iraqi Medical Colleges’ students. It can be used to identify
an institution’s strengths and weaknesses, make comparisons
of students’ perceptions of educational environments within
an institution (like identifying changes in perceptions over
time) and between students of different medical schools. It
can also be used to assess the correlation of the overall mean
score of the DREEM questionnaire with students’ academic
performance reflected in their grade point averages, and serve
as a tool to identify students who are likely to be academic
achievers and those who are at risk of poor academic
performance [30].

Conclusion

The DREEM is a reliable and practical tool for assessing
the educational environment in Iraqi Medical Colleges. The
learning environment of TUCOM is perceived positively and
our students perspectives compare favorably with studies
internationally. Certain problem areas were identified such
as cheating, the support systems for students who become
stressed, teaching that over-emphasized factual learning,
teaching being too teacher centered, and students irritation
with their teachers; these problems need to be examined more
closely. In addition, other areas that require enhancement
in the TUCOM educational environment were identified for
effective management of learning especially in the students’
perception of teachers and students’ perception of atmosphere
sub domains.
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Table 12: Comparison with other studies [Percent]
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Transient Neonatal pustular melanosis:
A Retrospective Review
Hussein Odeibat

ABSTRACT
Background: Transient Neonatal pustular melanosis
is the common, transient, benign, self limiting, asymptomatic skin rash in healthy newborns in the early
neonatal period. It is characterized by pustules and
evolves into areas of macular pigmentation.
Objective: The aim of this study is to describe the
epidemiology, clinical manifestation, differential
diagnosis, therapy, and outcome of Transient Neonatal
pustular melanosis at KHMC and Queen Rania Childrens hospital and Prince Rashed hospital.
Methods: The present study was based on newly
diagnosed cases presenting to the outpatient clinic of
pediatric dermatology clinics at KHMC, Queen Rania
Hospital for Children and Prince Rashed hospital
between February 2008 and March 2013.
All subjects up to the age of one week were included.
Extracted data include duration of pregnancy, type of
delivery, age, sex, cutaneous rash characteristics, associated clinical conditions, laboratory investigations,
skin biopsy, and treatment.
Simple statistical analyses (mean, frequency, and percentage) were used to describe the study variables.
Results: The study included 114 patients, 60 males and
54 females with a male to female ratio of 1.1:1. The
age at onset of the rash ranged from 1 to 7 days (mean
age was 3 days). All subjects were products of hospital-based deliveries. The flaccid , superficial fragile
pustules, with no surrounding erythema were the commonest 83 (72.8%) cases , 27 (23.7%) cases presented
with slightly hyperpigmented macules with fine collarette scale of site of ruptured and resolving pustules, 4
(3.5%) cases with pigmented maculae already present
at birth. Affected infants are otherwise entirely well.
Total blood count and Tzanck smear were done in 38
(33.3%) subjects. Skin biopsy was done in 2 (1.8%)
cases. History of drug intake during pregnancy was
found in about two thirds of cases (66.7%). All patients
required no treatment and the rash disappeared. Follow up was done at 4 weeks of age.
Conclusion: Transient Pustular melanosis is usually
a self-limiting disease and without long term sequelae so there is need to spare a healthy neonate with a
benign transient condition from invasive evaluations
for sepsis, harmful antibiotic therapy and prolonged
hospitalization.
Key Words: Transient pustular melanosis, lentigines
Neonatorum, sterile, transient neonatal pustulosis.
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Introduction

Transient Neonatal pustular melanosis, a benign idiopathic
skin condition, mainly seen in newborns, is characterized
by pustules that are present at birth and evolve into areas of
macular pigmentation.(1-5,8-11,13-16,18,19,21)
It occurs in 4-5% of African/ American and 0.5% Caucasian
newborns who are full term.(1, 2, 8, 9, 16, 19)
It clinically manifests in three phases, with superficial
vesiculopustules that occur on the chin, neck, forehead,
chest, buttocks, back, and less often on the palms and soles.
The second phase is resolution of pustules with surrounding
fine white collarettes of scale. The final phase is residual
hyperpigmented macules.(1, 2, 9, 10, 11, 13-16,19, 22)
At 48 hours after birth few pustules remained, the established
lesions showed peripheral desquamation, and the newborn
presented excellent general health.(4)
At 4 days the condition has resolved, with only
hyperpigmented macules visible in areas where the pustules
had been.(4)
Transient Neonatal pustular melanosis is a rare disorder with
worldwide prevalence in newborn infants of less than 1%.(4)
It affects both sexes equally and is more common in black
infants (4.4%). (3, 8, 10, 16)
The aetiology of Transient Neonatal pustular melanosis is
unknown and no association with maternal infections or
exposure to toxic substances has been detected.(2, 3, 8, 11, 14,
19)
The initial lesions usually disappear spontaneously within the
first two weeks of life, and no treatment is required.(1-4, 14)
The pustules rupture and leave hyperpigmented macules
with collarette scaling that persists several weeks and even
months. (1, 3, 4, 8-10, 14, 16, 19, 22)
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The diagnosis based on clinical findings and typical
lesions are usually easily diagnosed; therefore laboratory
investigations are often not necessary. However when
investigations are performed it is often to screen for other
serious conditions that require urgent antibiotic treatment.(15, 8, 9, 14, 16)
Tzank cytological smear of the pustule content demonstrates
inflammatory cells, predominantly neutrophils and bacterial
culture negative.(4, 8, 9, 14, 16, 19, 22)
The pathology of Transient Neonatal pustular melanosis is
usually performed in a limited number of cases which present
as subcorneal or intraepidermal pustules composed mainly
of neutrophils and a few eosinophils. The pigmented macules
demonstrate basal and suprabasal increase in pigmentation
only.(1, 2, 5, 6-7, 9, 12, 14, 16, 17)
Originally described in 1961 as lentignes Neonatorum, the
full diagnosis of Transient Neonatal pustular melanosis was
not recognized until 15 years later. (1)
Transient Neonatal pustular melanosis was first described by
Ramamurthy et al. in 1976.(8,15)
Perrin et al. discovered a higher incidence of squamous
metaplasia of the placenta in the mothers of affected children
than in mothers in control infants. This finding has not
subsequently been confirmed, and there are currently no
arguments to link TPM to an infectious process. The higher
incidence in black neonates may be related to an accelerated
stimulation of negroid melanocytes due to cytokines and to
release of growth factor by cells in the epidermal infiltrate.(2,
3)
The aim of this review was to describe epidemiology, clinical
manifestations, differential diagnosis, and treatment outcome
of transient neonatal pustular melanosis in healthy newborns
at King Hussein Medical Centre, Queen Rania Children
Hospital and Prince Rashed hospital.

Methods

The present study was based on newly diagnosed cases
presenting to the outpatient clinic of pediatric dermatology
clinics at KHMC and Queen Rania Hospital for Children and
Prince Rashed hospital between February 2008 and March
2013.
All subjects up to the age of one week were included.
Extracted data included duration of pregnancy, type of
delivery, age, sex, cutaneous rash characteristics, associated
clinical conditions, differential diagnosis, laboratory
investigations, skin biopsy, and treatment.
Simple statistical analyses (mean, frequency, and percentage)
were used to describe the study variables.

Results

The study included 114 patients, 60 males and 54 females with
a male to female ratio of 1.1:1. The age at onset of the rash
ranged from 1 to 7 days (mean age was 3 days). All subjects
were products of hospital-based deliveries and breastfed.
Table 1 shows the study parameters and clinical
manifestations with the flaccid, superficial fragile pustules,
with no surrounding erythema, were the commonest 83
(72.8%) cases; 27 (23.7%) cases presented with the second
phase resolution of pustules with surrounding fine white
collarettes of scale and 4 (3.5%) cases with pigmented
maculae already presented at birth. Mothers of 78 (66.7%)
patients admitted to (unspecified) drug intake during
pregnancy.
Affected infants were otherwise entirely well. Normal blood
count was evident in complete blood count in 38 (33.3%)
patients with severe pustural skin rash.
High polymorphonuclear leukocytes count was evident in
Tzanck cytological smear from the pustules of 38 (33.3%)
patients with severe pustural skin rash.
Histological examination showed typical sub corneal
accumulations of polymorphonuclear leucocytes and scattered
eosinophils in skin biopsy of 2
(1.8%) patients with severe pustural skin rash, poor feeding
and low grade fever.
All patients required no treatment and the rash disappeared
within 4 days. Follow up was done for 4 weeks of age with no
permanent sequelae in any of the involved subjects.

Discussion

Transient Neonatal pustular melanosis is a rare disorder with
worldwide prevalence in newborn infants of less than 1%.(4)
The articles about Transient Neonatal pustular melanosis are
few;, because of the rarity of the disease and its short period
of clinical manifestation.
Most of our cases had the onset of Transient Neonatal pustular
melanosis at 48 hours after delivery, in full term infants; this
is in agreement with most studies.(1-5, 8-10, 13-16, 18-19, 21)
In our study the prevalence of Transient Neonatal pustular
melanosis is 0.4%;, this is in agreement with most studies. (13, 8-11, 14, 16, 19, 21, 22.)
This study showed the predominance of male patients with a
ratio of 1.1:1. This is not in agreement with other studies. (3,
8, 10, 16)
The most common skin rash type was pustular in 83 (72.8%)
followed by 27 (23.7%) cases who presented with resolution of
pustules with surrounding fine white collarettes of scale. This
is similar to other studies. (1-2,9-11,13-16,19,22 )
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Table 1: Demographic data and clinical manifestation among the study group

Figure 1: Pustular skin rash.
Severe pustular skin rash was noted in two subjects (1.8%), who
also had low grade fever and poor feeding. The main differential
diagnosis in these cases is bacterial infection.(4, 17) CBC from
these patients showed normal peripheral blood count and pus
cultures yielded negative results. Tzanck cytological smears and
skin biopsy were performed in these patients, where the diagnosis
of Transient Neonatal pustular melanosis was confirmed and the
skin rash and fever disappeared without treatment as well as in
46

other patients with Transient Neonatal pustular melanosis. The
presence of severe skin rash and fever in patients with Transient
Neonatal pustular melanosis has not been mentioned and is not
expected due to the non-infectious nature of the condition. Its
presence in our subjects triggered the investigations that were
performed in the affected patients, but infection was not confirmed
and the patient’s condition improved without treatment.
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Transient Neonatal pustular melanosis may resemble various
other skin rashes in the newborn, such as Erythema Toxicum
Neonatorum(ETN), acne Neonatorum and eosinophils
pustular folliculitis, and it is essential to rule out systemic
infection in patients presenting with these alterations.(20)
In ETN, in contrast to Transient Neonatal pustular melanosis
the pustules are located in a back ground of erythematus skin
and peripheral esinophilia may be present. Histologically
TNBM presents as sub corneal or intraepidermal pustules
composed mainly of neutrophils. This finding helps to
differentiate Transient Neonatal pustular melanosis from
ETN, on which there is a predominance of eosinophils.(4)
Tzanck smear and CBC were also done in 38 more patients
with severe skin rash, in whom these tests showed the
characteristic neutrophils content of the pustules and normal
peripheral blood on differential blood count; this was in
agreement with other studies. (4, 8, 9, 14, 16, 19, 22)
As the diagnosis of Transient Neonatal pustular melanosis
was clinically evident in the rest of the subjects, skin biopsy
and Tzanck smear were deemed unnecessary.
This could be because many of the mothers had drugs during
pregnancy (63%), which may cause an allergic factor to be
transferred to the baby through milk or placenta; this is not
in agreement with other studies in which no association with
maternal infections or exposure to toxic substances has been
detected. (4, 9)
Although Transient Neonatal pustular melanosis appears to be
a rare condition in newborns, its pathogenesis is still largely
unknown. In our study, we noticed that the rash in subjects
disappeared without treatment with no permanent sequlae.(1,
9)

Conclusion

Transient Neonatal pustular melanosis is usually a selflimiting disease and without long term sequalae. More efforts
are needed to raise awareness of this condition amongst
health care professionals to avoid unnecessary investigations
and treatment as it is sometimes misdiagnosed as bacterial
infection.
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